
First 5G iPhone 
at Apple online 
event Sept 15
SAN FRANCISCO: Apple on Tuesday fired off
invitations to a September 15 online event
expected to star the first iPhone tailored for
superfast 5G telecom networks.

The typically tight-lipped technology titan
revealed only that the presentation would be
streamed starting at 1700 GMT from its head-
quarters in Silicon Valley. Copies of the emailed
invitation spread quickly on social media, fea-
turing a video-snippet version of the Apple
logo in blue that unraveled into the event date.
The invitation was also posted at the Apple
website, where the event will be streamed.

Apple has routinely held events this time of
year to unveil new iPhones, and expectations
are that this time around the spotlight will shine
on a 5G model, with other new handsets possi-
ble as well. Wedbush analyst Daniel Ives said in
a note to investors that a check of Apple’s sup-
ply chain in Asian strengthened his confidence
in an iPhone 12 “supercycle” kicked off by the
release of several new models in October. Ives
saw the China market as a “key ingredient in
Apple’s recipe for success,” expecting it to
account for about 20 percent of iPhone
upgrades in the coming year.

5G networks are touted as promising an
exponential leap in the amount and speed of
wireless data, enabling advances in self-driving
vehicles, virtual reality, connected health and
more as sensors and servers communicate
instantly. Technology analyst Rob Enderle of
Enderle Group cautioned that Apple might not
have the chip technology in place for a 5G
iPhone despite wanting one on the market.

Apple last year made $1 billion deal to
acquire the majority of Intel’s smartphone
modem business, a move giving the iPhone
maker more control over its supply chain. The
deal came after Intel announced it was aban-
doning efforts to compete with modem chips for
smartphones synched to 5G networks. Apple
has been investing in its own mobile chips to
ramp up performance and features in its devices
and reduce its dependence on sector leader
Qualcomm.

“If you have a premium phone, I don’t see
how you do it without 5G,” Enderle said.
Smartphone rivals typically launch updated
models before the year-end gift-giving sea-
son, which could be tempered this  t ime
around by economic disruption caused by the
pandemic. —AFP
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NEW YORK: Amazon Chief Executive Jeff Bezos
topped Forbes’ list of richest Americans for the third
year in a row, while US President Donald Trump’s
ranking dropped as the coronavirus pandemic
slammed his office buildings, hotels and resorts, the
magazine said Tuesday.

The aggregate wealth of the Forbes 400 list rose
to a record $3.2 trillion, as the richest Americans
continued to do well even though the pandemic has
devastated the economy, which is short about 11
million jobs compared to where it was in February.

Eric Yuan, chief executive officer of Zoom Video
Communications, which has become ubiquitous in
the work-from-home era, was one of 18 newcomers
on the list with a net worth of $11 billion. Trump’s
ranking dropped to No 352 from 275 last year and
his net worth fell to $2.5 billion from $3.1 billion, as
office buildings, hotels and resorts, have suffered
during the pandemic. His business, the Trump
Organization, owns property in all three categories.

Trump has long refused to release his tax
records, and has been locked in a battle with
Manhattan District Attorney Cyrus Vance, who sub-
poenaed Trump for eight years of personal and cor-
porate returns. The annual list can serve as a way to
track the wealthiest people in the country who hold
the most power, said Kerry Dolan, assistant manag-

ing editor of wealth at Forbes, in an interview with
Reuters TV. “As a society, we all should know who is
behind the biggest companies and what they’re
doing with their money,” she said. 

Forbes Tuesday released the 39th annual Forbes
400 list, the definitive ranking of the wealthiest
Americans-including a comprehensive report of not
only what these billion-
aires are worth, but how
they are using their money
to drive change and make
an impact, a press release
issued by Forbes added.

Despite the COVID-19
pandemic, America’s
super-rich are doing better
than ever. The aggregate
wealth of the list is $3.2
trillion, up 8 percent from
a year ago and a record in
the four decades Forbes has tracked the richest
Americans’ fortunes. A record 233 US billionaires
did not make the cut this year, falling short of the
$2.1 billion minimum needed to make the list. Jeff
Bezos, CEO and founder of Amazon, remains in the
top spot on the 2020 Forbes 400 list for the third
consecutive year. Bezos’ fortune of $179 billion, as of

July 24, 2020, is up 57 percent from last year. 
“The remarkable growth in fortunes of The

Forbes 400 stands out at a time of pandemic-
induced economic upheaval,” said Kerry A Dolan,
Assistant Managing Editor, Wealth at Forbes. “Much
of the wealth is highly concentrated. The top 21
richest on the list (there is a tie at No 20) account

for 42 percent of the total
wealth.”

The Forbes 400 list is
a  snapshot  in  t ime of
weal th  us ing stock
pr ices  and exchange
rates from July 24, 2020.
Since then Forbes
reported in late August
that  Bezos ’  net  worth
reached a record-break-
ing $200 bi l l ion , with
Bezos the first person in

history to cross this milestone.
There were 25 drop-offs who made the 2019 list

but fell off this year’s ranking; ten of those were due
in part to setbacks related to the Covid-19 out-
break. There are 18 newcomers on this year’s list
including: Eric Yuan, CEO of Zoom Video
Communications, with a net worth of $11 billion; Jim

Koch, cofounder and chairman of the Boston Beer
Company, producer of Samuel Adams Beer, with a
net worth of $2.6 billion; and at age 38 the youngest
newcomer, Trevor Milton, founder of electric and
hydrogen-electric truck maker Nikola. Donald
Trump’s ranking dropped to No. 352 from 275 in
2019, and his net worth dropped to $2.5 billion from
last year’s $3.1 billion, as the value of office build-
ings, hotels and resorts have taken a hit amid the
pandemic. —Agencies

Bezos tops Forbes list of richest Americans
COVID knocks Trump’s ranking lower to No 352; his net worth fell to $2.5bn

India syringe 
maker boosts 
production 
FARIDABAD: India’s biggest syringe manufacturer
is ramping up production to churn out a billion
units, anticipating a surge in demand as the global
race to find a coronavirus vaccine heats up.

While the focus on tackling the pandemic has
mostly been on the development of vaccines,
experts say medical essentials to administer them
are also vital. Hindustan Syringes-one of the world’s
largest makers of the item-said it is increasing its
output of auto-disable devices (which prevent re-
use) from 700 million a year to one billion by 2021
to meet the expected demand.

“Even if 60 percent of the world’s population is
immunized, it would mean four to five billion
syringes would be required,” Hindustan Syringes
managing director Rajiv Nath told AFP at their fac-
tory in northern Haryana state. There are currently
more than 30 candidate vaccines being tested on
humans, with governments hoping to deploy one as
soon as possible with the coronavirus wrecking
lives and economies.

Shortages of PPE such as masks hampered early
responses to the pandemic, and countries have now
started building up their stockpile of syringes, vials
and needles. “We may have sufficient capacity for
the first wave of vaccines which would only be
administered to priority groups,” Prashant Yadav, a

healthcare supply chains expert at Harvard Medical
School, said.

“(But) when we get to a large-scale vaccination
in late 2021 or 2022 and the dose demand estimates
would be greater than 10 billion, that’s when syringe
supply starts becoming a constraint.” So far,

UNICEF has ordered 140 million syringes from
Hindustan for COVAX, a global initiative aimed at
ensuring a more equitable distribution of vaccines
to poorer nations. Much of the world’s demand for
syringes is expected to be met by factories in China
and India. —AFP

Tunisia oil shutdown 
drags on as firms 
threaten layoffs
TUNIS: Operations at blockaded oil and gas facilities in
Tunisia’s impoverished south have been halted for nearly
two months, protesters and authorities said Tuesday, as
energy firms threatened to lay off staff. Demonstrators have
been staging sit-ins and cutting off production since mid-
July to demand the state follow through on promises to cre-
ate thousands of jobs under deals ending previous rounds of
protests.

They have cut off a key pipeline that normally transports
half of the North African country’s oil and hundreds stormed
a crude production site, slashing gas production by around
40 percent and halving that of oil, according to the energy
ministry. “Our sit-in will continue and the oil valves will stay
closed pending a meeting with the new government soon,”
Khalifa Bouhaouach, a protest organizer, told AFP.

The protests in the long-marginalized southern region of
Tatouine have come as bitterly divided politicians in Tunis,
some 420 kilometers (260 miles) to the north, squabbled

over the formation of another new government to lead a
country wracked by economic woes and the coronavirus
pandemic.

Demonstrators are demanding that the new government
of Hichem Mechichi, sworn in last week, honour a 2017
pledge to invest millions to develop the region. Tunisia’s
south is one of the countries most marginalized regions, bur-
dened with above-average unemployment, failing infrastruc-
ture and a stunted private sector.

In July dozens of demonstrators set up a protest camp in
the desert near El-Kamour, before hundreds forced their
way into the oil production site on Thursday, pushing their
way past troops deployed to guard it. Tunisia’s modest oil
sector normally produces up to 40,000 barrels per day, just
over half of it from Tataouine,  where Austria’s OMV, Italy’s
ENI and Anglo Tunisian Oil & Gas have exploration rights,
according to the energy ministry.

Successive governments have promised more investment
in the region, but many of these promises have not been ful-
filled. Officials in mid-August proposed creating 250 jobs
over three years, according to Bouhaouach, who slammed
the offer as “unacceptable”. 

Tataouine already suffered over 30 percent unemploy-
ment, one of the highest rates in the country, before the
coronavirus pandemic wiped out thousands of informal
jobs and strangled illicit cross-border trading networks

with Libya and Algeria that bring vital income to many of
the region’s households. Energy firms affected by the shut-
down in early August wrote to president Kais Saied,
according to media reports confirmed by the energy min-
istry, threatening to close down facilities and potentially lay
off “thousands” of workers. —AFP

Forbes releases 
39th annual 

400 ranking

Amazon Chief Executive Jeff Bezos (left) topped
Forbes’ list of richest Americans for the third year in
a row, while US President Donald Trump’s ranking
dropped. —Reuters

Workers pack syringes at the Hindustan Syringes factory in Faridabad. —AFP

Global shares 
resilient after 
US tech sell-off
LONDON: Shares yesterday shrugged off
heavy losses for US tech stocks and a major
drugmaker delaying testing of a coronavirus
vaccine, as investors kept faith in an eco-
nomic recovery from the coronavirus pan-
demic. The broad Euro STOXX 600 gained
0.5 percent, steadying after a hefty decline a
day earlier, sparked by a rout of a US tech
sector that has been a key driver of the stun-
ning recovery for global stocks from coron-
avirus-induced lows.

Wall Street futures were pointing to a
bounce for the tech-heavy Nasdaq and the

S&P 500, up 1.8 percent and 0.7 percent
respectively. London shares gained 0.7 per-
cent, helped by a pound buffeted by worries
about a no-deal Brexit that could hit Britain’s
economy. Indexes in Frankfurt and Paris also
gained.

Utilities, telecoms and healthcare all rose
by between 0.6 percent-2 percent.
AstraZeneca shares fell 1.4 percent after
global trials of its experimental COVID-19
vaccine were paused due to an unexplained
illness in a study participant. It clawed back
heavier losses incurred in premarket trading.

The news had earlier unnerved investors
in Asia hoping that the quick introduction of
a vaccine would accelerate the recovery for
global economies ravaged by the pandemic.

MSCI’s broadest index of Asia-Pacific
shares outside Japan slid 1 percent, with
indexes in Australia, China and Japan all
skidding. The Japanese yen climbed to a

one-week high as investors sought safety,
before giving up some of its gains to last
stand 0.1 percent up at 106.13 per dollar.

With Big Tech one of the biggest main
winners in the global recovery from the
coronavirus, benefiting from stay-at-home
spenders, investors were mostly sanguine
about the sector’s prospects, even after the
bruising sell-off.

The Nasdaq has shed $1.5 trillion since
its Sept 2 high. “This has been a correction
that was probably not that surprising, given
the move in August in the tech sector,” said
Salman Baig, an investment manager at
Unigestion, adding that the outlook for Big
Tech was positive.

“It’s exactly those companies that are
new economy - they are benefiting because
of their model, the industry, the virus.” Those
attributes have sparked heavy bets from the
likes of SoftBank, which has traded heavily in

tech stocks call options. The bets have
unnerved investors worried about its expo-
sure to the sector. SoftBank Group shares
lost 3 percent in Tokyo, extending this
week’s slump that has wiped $15 billion from
its market capitalization. The MSCI world
equity index, which tracks shares in nearly
50 countries, was down 0.2 percent.

Despite renewed appetite for stocks,
safe-haven German government bond yields
fell to their lowest in two-weeks. The fall in
tech shares also boosted demand for US
Treasuries, even though heavy supply this
week is expected to weigh on the bonds. 

Vaccine blow
The remarkable rally in global shares

from their March lows has been driven in
part by expectations that a COVID-19 vac-
cine would be found, helping to accelerate
the economic recovery from the coronavirus

pandemic. Yet AstraZeneca’s move dims
prospects for an early rollout of its vaccine,
described by the World Health Organization
as probably the world’s leading candidate
and the most advanced in terms of develop-
ment. Deutsche Bank strategists called the
suspension of the trials “a blow”. Elsewhere,
sterling was stalked by fears that Britain is
preparing to undercut its Brexit divorce
treaty. Britain will set out later on
Wednesday new details of its blueprint for
life outside the European Union, publishing
legislation a minister acknowledged would
break international law and which could sour
trade talks.

Sterling dipped 0.4 percent to $1.2928,
its lowest since the end of July, and also fell
the same amount against the euro to 90.70
pence, its lowest for six weeks. One-month
implied volatility also hit its highest level in
nearly five months.  —Reuters

A Tunisian protester shutting down a valve as others
behind pose for a picture at the oil and gas plant in
El-Kamour, in the desert of Tunisia’s southern state of
Tataouine. —AFP


